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Al Este del Oeste (1984) 

This slapstick spaghetti Western star

comedian Fernando Esteso. 

 

Amanece, Que No es Poco (1989)

Screenwriter and director José Luis Cuerda 

surrealist comedy with an all-star Spanish cast that 

beautifully showcases his unique blend of 

religion, sex, and song.  

 

Azuloscurocasinego (2006) 

Developed from the award-winning short film, 

DarkBlueAlmostBlack is a tender, intimate portrayal of

a young man struggling against circumstance and family 

responsibility to pursue his own happiness

 

¡Ay, Carmela! (1990) 

This comedic film adaptation of José Sanchis Sinisterra’s popular play, 

travelling actors across Spain in the closing months of the 

 

Welcome Mr. Marshall! (1953)

Set in the decade after World War II, this classic comedy from director Luis García Berlanga is 

considered a seminal work of Spanish cinema.  The Spanish town of Villar del Río seeks to impress a 

group of American diplomats in the hopes of 
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rating information prior to screening to ensure that the subject matter is appropriate for 

Western stars beloved Spanish 

(1989) 

Luis Cuerda presents a 

star Spanish cast that 

beautifully showcases his unique blend of  life, death, 

winning short film, Física II, 

tender, intimate portrayal of 

a young man struggling against circumstance and family 

pursue his own happiness. 

José Sanchis Sinisterra’s popular play, ¡Ay, Carmela!

travelling actors across Spain in the closing months of the Spanish Civil War. 

(1953) 

Set in the decade after World War II, this classic comedy from director Luis García Berlanga is 

considered a seminal work of Spanish cinema.  The Spanish town of Villar del Río seeks to impress a 

in the hopes of securing funds under the Marshall Plan.

Programming Ideas 

to its body of over 600 motion picture studios and producers.  
programming.  We have 

to assist your facility in its programming efforts. Please be sure to 
screening to ensure that the subject matter is appropriate for 

¡Ay, Carmela! follows a trio of 

Set in the decade after World War II, this classic comedy from director Luis García Berlanga is 

considered a seminal work of Spanish cinema.  The Spanish town of Villar del Río seeks to impress a 

nder the Marshall Plan. 



 

Días Contados (1994) 

Dramatic thriller Running Out of Time centers around a Basque separatist terrorist.  In the midst of 

plotting an attack on a police station, he finds himself at a crossroad when he falls in love.  

 

Don Quijote de la Mancha (1948) 

Considered by many to be the most literally faithful of all of the film versions of Miguel de 

Cervantes's classic novel, this film adaptation is sure to entertain audiences of all ages. 

 

El Año de las Luces (1986) 

A classic tale of romance, Year of Enlightenment follows a young man 

as he comes of age in the wake of the Spanish Civil War. Recipient of 

the Silver Bear at the Berlin International Film Festival. 

 

El Bola (2000) 

El Bola or Pellet is the alias of a boy raised in a violent household.  Goya Award recipient for “Mejor 

Película,” the film details the gift of friendship and its impact on a young boy’s life.  

 

El Crimen de Cuenca (1981) 

Based on a true story and adapted from [Lola] Salvador Maldonado’s novel, The Crime of Cuenca 

follows two wrongly convicted men and the gross injustice they undergo in a small Spanish province 

at the turn of the century. 

 

El Lute: Camina or Revienta (1987) 

Based on the memoirs of Eleuterio Sánchez, aka El Lute, this powerful, captivating film tells the story 

of a common thief whose daring escapes from police custody coupled with an anti-Franco stance 

made him Spain's most infamous criminal.  

 

El Sueño del Mono Loco (1989) 

A Spanish erotic thriller starring Jeff Goldblum and Miranda Richardson, Twisted Obsession follows 

a screenwriter whose latest assignment sends him on a downward spiral of obsession and 

infatuation.  

 

Jamón, Jamón (1991) 

An allegory for Spain, Jamón, Jamón is a sensual  

drama-comedy starring Javier Bardem and Penelope Cruz.   

Dark humor abounds as a wealthy man’s traditional family  

tries to tempt him away from his lower-class lover.  



 

¡Esto es un Atraco! (1987) 

When a crime boss assembles a motley crew for a gold heist high jinks  

ensue.  

 

La Venganza de Don Mendo (1961) 

This film adaption of the Pedro Muñoz Seca play tells a tale of honor,  

tradition, and vengeance in the Spanish Middle Ages. Holding true to  

the spirit of the original work, the film references classics of the  

Spanish theater and incorporates witty wordplay to get comedic effect. 

 

Matador (1986) 

The main characters in this stylish black comedy about the dark sides of human nature include: an 

ex-bullfighter with a lust for murder, a lawyer with the same problem, and a young man left 

emotionally crippled by his overbearing religious upbringing. 

 

Sé Infiel y No Mires con Quién (1985) 

Pablo and Fernando, owners of a soon-to-be bankrupt children's book publishing company, manage 

through unorthodox means to contact Spain’s best-selling author, Adela Mora. 

 

Si te Dicen que Caí (1989) 

Based on the novel Aventis by Juan Marsé, If They Tell You 

I Fell shares the "aventis" or stories created by youth in post-

war Barcelona as they try to explain the events of the 

Spanish Civil War using their own creativity, fiction, and 

fantasy. 

 

Una Estación de Paso (1992) 

As he does at the end of every summer, Antonio climbs onto 

his roof to sweep out his chimney.  With the arrival 

of fall, Antonio discovers love, deception, and death--all by 

looking out his window. 

 

¡Vaya par de Gemelos! (1978) 

Peter and Lucas are twin brothers who have followed very 

different paths. Whereas Lucas struggles to get by, Peter 

lives like a king. With both roles played to great comedic 

effect by Paco Martinez Soria, this tale of siblings is sure to 

entertain.  



 

Viridiana (1961) 

Directed by acclaimed surrealist filmmaker Luis Buñuel, and loosely based on the novel Halma by 

Benito Pérez Galadós, Viridiana, follows a young woman as she prepares to enter a convert and is 

instead confronted with her own sexuality.  Recipient of the Palme d'Or at the Cannes Film Festival.  

 

Lázaro de Tormes (1959) 

This film adaptation of the classic, beloved Spanish novel Lazarillo de Tormes, tells the story of a 

street smart youth living on the streets of Toledo at the end of the 16th century.  

 

Don Quijote Cabalga de Nuevo (1973)  

Don Quixote lives obsessed by chivalry and codes of honor. 

Accompanied by his unusual squire Sancho Panza, Don 

Quixote has a series of adventures resulting from the 

mockery and deception of others. Based on Miguel de 

Cervantes’ classic novel. 

 

La Casa de las Muertas Vivientes (1972) 

Consumed by guilt, a widower is unable to cope after the 

death of his first wife.  Once remarried, he finds himself and 

his entire household terrorized by a black-gloved killer or is 

it just the work of An Open Tomb…An Empty Coffin. 

 

La Casa de las Palomas (1972) 

In The House of the Doves a mother and her daughter 

complete for the affections of a jaunty drifter.  

 

Retrato de Mujer con Hombre al Fondo (1997) 

30-something Cristina has a career she loves, a great home, and a full and vibrant life, but when she 

falls in love, everything changes.  

 

Tú Vida en 65 Minutos (2006) 

When a trio of lifelong buddies read an obituary for a man 

they believe to be an old friend, they set out to pay their 

respects in this quirky tale of mistaken identity.  

 

 

 

 



 

Son de Mar (2001) 

Based on the novel by Manuel Vicent, Sound of the Sea revolves around Ulises, who comes to a 

fishing village to teach literature at a local high school and falls in love with the daughter of his 

landlord. 

 

Pudor (2007) 

Stuck in the throes of a mid-life crisis, wife and mother Julia 

suddenly finds her woes compounded when her own 

mother dies and her marriage begins to fall apart. Adapted 

for the screen from Santiago Roncaglielo Alfaguare's novel 

about the tenderness of family relationships. 

 

Corazón Loco (1997) 

Felix is a successful real estate agent coveting a promotion to 

sales manager. The only thing that stands in his way is arch 

rival, Lola, who is a shoe-in for the position due to her 

special relationship with their crooked boss.  


